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AUGMENTATION, EXPANSION AND SELF-HEALING OF A
GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED MESH NETWORK USING UNMANNED

AERIAL VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims benefit to U.S. provisional application no. 62/244,9 14, filed

22 October 20 15, U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/244,9 9 filed 22 October 201 5, and

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/299,348 filed 24 February 201 6, which are hereby

incorporated by reference in their entirety.

The present invention forms part of, and builds on, the family of technologies

disclosed in the other related applications identified below.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an apparatus comprising an unmanned aerial vehicle

and a transformer monitoring device, particularly for use in a smart grid network system to

support a wireless mesh network in the smart grid network and to collect metering data

relating to electricity usage in the smart grid network.

2. Brief Description of Related Art

Proliferation of the "Internet of Things" (IoT) is driving interconnected smart

systems. In particular, smart grids are following this trend though the establishment of smart

energy, gas and water management. Interconnected components are now providing an

unprecedented level of intelligence supporting numerous operational actions. This landscape

is ushering in vast amounts of unstructured data and the need for intelligent data parsing,

analysis and action systems.

With this IoT understanding and backdrop, currently there is a need within global



smart grid networks, e.g., in urban and remote locations with limited electric infrastructure,

for communications with transformers, residential and commercial meters and other Internet /

wireless connected IoT devices. These targeted locations do not have sufficient infrastructure

to fully deploy a smart grid or Internet infrastructure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The smart grid network of the present invention provides the inclusion of wireless

communications and data transmission capability into transformer monitoring modules,

transformer monitoring being a core component of the smart grid network. These

transformer modules may include the capability to both collect and transmit information from

the transformer, residential and commercial meters and other Internet / wireless connected

devices. These devices differ from other existing technologies by incorporating a transceiver,

transmitter and antenna collectively within the same device to both collect data from other

network devices deployed in the field and communicate data back to a central location or

other connected devices.

In accordance with the present invention, low-cost, consumer available, unmanned

aerial vehicle (UAV) technology allows for the immediate and infinitely configurable

augmentation of geographically dispersed smart grid network hardware when coupled with a

transformer monitoring device. UAV technology is inclusive of fixed wing, rotorcraft,

lighter than air, magnetic levitation and other categories and may incorporate propellers,

rotating elements, jets, lighter than air gases, physically induced mechanisms, and other

means for both dynamic and static flight.

In general, mesh networking is a network topology in which a device transmits its

own data as well as serves as a relay for other devices' data. The mesh network connects the

transformer monitor devices, smart meters and other sensors or IoT devices wirelessly to each



other and to a central point in the mesh cell called a "collector" to transmit data to the cloud

using the 802. 1Is standard. The devices in the mesh network may also comprise optical-

based communications technology, for transmitting and receiving optical signals containing

data and information.

The collector is a circuitry-board based technology that passes data between multiple

smart meters, transformer monitoring devices and a server-based collection engine. The

collector functions as a router, exchanging messages between a software collection engine

and meters using a radio-frequency local area network. Communications between the

collector and the collection engine is done using a Wide Area Network (WAN) that can

include a variety of back-haul technologies. All network communications meet ANSI C 12

Meter Communication and Data standards and requirements. The transformer monitoring

device may comprise the collector.

The mesh network is dynamic and is continuously being rebuilt using wireless

communication between smart meters, transformer monitoring devices and collectors.

Connectivity between a meter or transformer monitoring devices, and a collector can be

direct, through another smart device or through multiple layers of smart devices. Smart

devices will automatically register through the collector that provides the best connectivity

signal and path to the collection engine. A smart device must register before communications

with the collection engine can begin. Each collector can support multiple devices over a self-

healing mesh network. If the path between a device and a collector is broken or blocked, the

device will locate another path, healing the mesh network, through the network mesh to the

collector.

The segregation of near or overlapping mesh networks is secured through the use of a

utility identification (ID). Only devices with the same utility ID can communicate across a

mesh network. This ensures that a device with one utility ID is isolated from a network



assigned a different utility ID. The use of the utility ID protocol allows neighboring utilities

to use the smart grid network system, yet be securely isolated from the other utility's network.

The collector used by each device to communicate with the collection engine can

change over time. For example, if the communication path between a collector and device

deteriorates, the device will explore other paths to the same or different collector. If a better

communication path is found, the device will deregister from the original collector and

register with the collector that provides the best communication path. Connectivity testing,

registering and deregistering are built-in capabilities and are done automatically.

The data from a device may pass through other devices in the mesh network before it

reaches the cell relay. The 802. 1Is mesh network is built using the 5GHz radio signal

frequency band. However, the mesh network is not limited to the 5GHz radio signal

frequency band.

Incorporation of the mesh network enabled by a transformer monitoring device within

or affixed to deployed UAV technology allows for infinite and immediate variability in the

resulting smart grid network. The present invention allows for the deployment of UAV-

affixed transformer monitoring devices to create either a static or immediately re-

configurable augmented network. The network is an extension to current smart grid network

infrastructure or an augmentation to allow for mesh network servicing, relocation,

optimization, security enhancement, and urban resilience testing or disaster relief activities.

Security of the UAV augmented smart grid network shall be inclusive of the security

protocols established for the transformer monitoring device deployed mesh network.

Transformer monitoring device-enabled UAVs can be individually registered and recognized

using GPS and assisted-GPS algorithms. The UAV augmented transformer monitoring

device network is capable of registering all mesh communications assets and deregistering

assets (UAV or non-UAV) as appropriate and based upon overall mesh communications



optimization. Should a UAV-transformer monitoring device fail, the remaining transformer

monitoring devices affixed to transformers or UAVs will deregister the failed UAV and

optimize communications across the remaining assets, in real-time and autonomously.

Similar to the augmentation noted above, incorporation of the transformer monitoring

device enabled mesh network within deployed UAV technology provides an economical

alternative to fixed infrastructure with regards to mesh network extension. This capability

allows for immediate mesh network deployment, routing investigation, review and,

ultimately, optimized fixed deployment.

Deployed transformer monitoring devices affixed to UAVs may be either centrally

controlled via human operators and / or software, or stored with programming in a device

memory and autonomous in their operation, including locations pre-programmed with

specific algorithms known in the art regarding unmanned flight operation. In either case, the

UAV returns to a central location of deployment at the end of their prescribed mission.

While in field, the UAV-affixed transformer monitoring device facilitates the smart grid

mesh communications activity.

Providing a unique capability for urban resilience and disaster relief, incorporation of

the transformer monitoring device-enabled mesh network within deployed UAV technology

allows for an immediate self-healing capability to non-optimal or damaged mesh networks.

This capability allows for the immediate disbursement of multiple UAV-affixed transformer

monitoring devices to specific mesh nodes to affect mesh communications optimization or

healing, in the case of catastrophic natural or man-made events. As possible, UAVs would

remain active during network field operations, ensuring the ongoing capability of the

deployed smart grid mesh network.

The present invention enhances utility partner's enterprise operations through the

synergistic implementation of the smart grid network a balance sheet refinancing model while



deploying a unique, alternative network for BtB / BtC data receipt and delivery. This

particular application expands upon these developments through the introduction of the

augmented mesh network hardware and software enabled by a UAV-affixed transformer

monitoring device.

In accordance with a first aspect of the invention, an apparatus is provided comprising

an unmanned aerial vehicle and a transformer monitoring device. The transformer

monitoring device comprises a signal processor configured to receive signaling containing

data from one or more network devices in a smart grid network, transmit signaling containing

data to one or more network devices in the smart grid network, and receive further signaling

containing metered usage data from at least one electric meter associated with a building

receiving electricity from a transformer in the smart grid network.

In accordance with an embodiment of the apparatus of the first aspect of the

invention, the transformer monitoring device is configured to enable a mesh network in the

smart grid network to exchange data and content between network devices. In accordance

further with the first aspect of the invention, the smart grid network may further comprise a

cloud-based server. The transformer monitor device may be configured to serve as a relay for

data transmitted between the cloud-based server and one or more network devices, or

between two or more network devices.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

one or more network devices in the smart grid network comprise a second apparatus

comprising a second unmanned aerial vehicle and a second transformer monitoring device.

The transformer monitor device may be configured to serve as a relay for data transmitted to

or from the second apparatus in the smart grid network.



In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

one or more network devices in the smart grid network comprise a second transformer

monitoring device in the smart grid network mounted to a utility pole. The transformer

monitor device may be configured to serve as a relay for data transmitted to or from the

second transformer monitoring device.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

one or more network devices comprise one or more of a mobile communications device, a

personal computer or a digital set-top box, and wherein transformer monitoring device is

configured to receive signaling containing a request for digital content from the one or more

network devices, transmit signaling containing the request for digital content to the cloud-

based server, receive signaling containing the requested digital content from the cloud-based

server, and transmit signaling containing the requested digital content to the one or more

network devices.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

unmanned aerial vehicle comprises a signal processor and a memory, and the memory is

stored with data relating to geographic locations of the one or more network devices in the

smart grid network. The signal processor of the unmanned aerial vehicle and/or the signal

processor of the transformer monitoring device may be configured to determine geographic

positioning of the apparatus. The signal processor of the unmanned aerial vehicle may be

configured to receive signaling from a user device instructing the apparatus to deploy to a

stored geographic location of a network device in the smart grid network, particularly when

the network device is disabled or malfunctioning. The apparatus may be configured to repair



the mesh network of the smart grid network by replacing the network device at the stored

geographic location that is disabled or malfunctioning and serving as a communications relay

in the mesh network in place of the network device at the stored geographic location.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

unmanned aerial vehicle comprises a signal processor and a memory. The signal processor

may be configured to receive signaling from a user device comprising instructions for

manually operating flight of the unmanned aerial vehicle to a location in the smart grid

network by the user device.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

signal processor of the transformer monitoring device may be configured to receive further

signaling containing metered usage data from a plurality of electric meters, each associated

with a building receiving electricity from the transformer in the smart grid network. The

signal processor of the transformer monitoring device may be configured to transmit

signaling containing data relating to the metered usage data from the plurality of electric

meters to the cloud-based server.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

received and transmitted signaling containing data and the signaling containing metered

usage data are optical signals.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the

apparatus of the first aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the apparatus, the

transformer monitoring device signal processor is further configured to receive further



signaling containing data from a smart infrastructure device in the smart grid network,

including one or more of a street light, road sign, traffic light or asset tracking module.

It is further noted that in alternative embodiments of the apparatus of the first aspect

of the invention, the transformer monitoring device may not be configured for receiving

signaling containing metered usage data from an electric meter in the smart grid network. In

such embodiments, the transformer monitoring apparatus may be configured to send and

receive signaling containing data to and from one or more network devices in the smart grid

network, or one or more smart infrastructure devices in the smart grid network, including, for

example, one or more of a street light, road sign, traffic light or asset tracking module.

In accordance with a second aspect of the invention, a smart grid network is provided.

The smart grid network comprises a first transformer monitoring device affixed to a utility

pole or transformer at a first location, one or more network devices, including at least one

electric meter associated with a building receiving electricity from a transformer in the smart

grid network; and a first apparatus. The first apparatus comprises an unmanned aerial vehicle

and a second transformer monitoring device. The second transformer monitoring device

comprises a signal processor configured to receive signaling containing data from the one or

more network devices in the smart grid network, transmit signaling containing data to the one

or more network devices in the smart grid network, and receive further signaling containing

metered usage data from the at least one electric meter associated with the building receiving

electricity from the transformer in the smart grid network.

In accordance with a further embodiment of the smart grid network of the second

aspect of the invention, a further embodiment of the smart grid network may further comprise

a mesh network enabled by the second transformer monitoring device and configured to

exchange data and content between the one or more network devices.



In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the smart

grid network of the second aspect of the invention, a further embodiment of the smart grid

network may comprise a cloud-based server. The second transformer monitoring device may

be configured to serve as a relay for data transmitted between the cloud-based server and one

or more network devices, or between two or more network devices.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the smart

grid network of the second aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the smart grid

network, the second transformer monitor device may be configured to serve as a relay for

data transmitted to or from the first transformer monitoring device

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the smart

grid network of the second aspect of the invention, a further embodiment of the smart grid

network may comprise a second apparatus comprising a second unmanned aerial vehicle and

a third transformer monitoring device. The second transformer monitor device is configured

to serve as a relay for data transmitted to or from the second apparatus in the smart grid

network.

n accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the smart

grid network of the second aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the smart grid

network, the first apparatus is positioned at a second location different from the first location,

and is configured to extend a geographic range of the mesh network.

In accordance with any one or more of the above-described embodiments of the smart

grid network of the second aspect of the invention, in a further embodiment of the smart grid

network, the first apparatus is configured to be deployed to the first location when the first

transformer monitoring device becomes non-operational, to enable the mesh network of the

smart grid network.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an establishment of a baseline, power grid centric, smart

utility mesh network, according to some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of an apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention, including a transformer monitoring device installed on an unmanned aerial vehicle.

FIG. 3A is a diagram of a transformer monitoring device in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3B is a diagram of a transformer monitoring device in accordance with a second

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram of an augmentation of the baseline, power grid centric, smart

utility mesh network, using an apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram of an extension of the baseline, power grid centric, smart utility

mesh network, using an apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 6 is a diagram of self-healing of the baseline, power grid centric, smart utility

mesh network, using an apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The overall smart power grid network according to the present invention represents an

interconnected so-called "BIG DATA" technology system providing advanced intelligence

and synergistic components across power metering, distribution and communication,

optimization and installation and servicing. The network incorporates discrete elements in

the transformer monitoring and communications, residential and commercial metering and



analytical, predictive and pre-emptive software algorithms. The hardware associated with the

network facilitates communications with transformers, residential and commercial meters,

and other Internet / wireless connected devices. The network's geographically disbursed

assets support a wireless mesh network communications extension, while aiding system

optimization capabilities, noting that many assets are in logistically difficult areas to

reference, re-locate, interrogate and service. The overall integrated system drives substantial

efficiencies in data visualization, evaluation, diagnosis, optimization, and servicing using

enhanced reality systems across this interconnected smart grid network and similar networks.

The collective systems provide a synergistic and unique alternative network for BtB / BtC

data receipt and delivery.

An example of an implementation of a smart grid network 10 is shown in FIG. 1. The

smart grid network 10 according to the present invention represents a singular, standardized,

and scalable network, providing the industry's first inclusive solution from a singular

supplier. The smart grid network 0 may incorporate a utility financials rebalancing, and

incorporate utility customers and loT adjacencies. The smart grid network 10 is inclusive of

four basic technology elements. The primary hardware and software constituents of the

network are as noted and identified below.

1. The pole or pad mounted transformer monitor / smart data collector device is

identified herein as element 20, according to the present invention (A A "HyperSprout™"),

which is the localized data aggregation and power flow investigation; establishing a data

capture and delivery capability wherever there is power, e.g., consistent with that set forth

herein.

2 . A digital data and delivery and receipt mesh network (AKA "DataVINE™") is

identified herein as element 40, which is a ubiquitous mesh network facilitating automated

residential and commercial metering while deploying an alternative data delivery capability;



enforcing a market-leading 100% meter read capability, e.g., consistent with that set forth in

U.S. application serial no. 5/250, 9 (WFMB No. 756-2.6-2).

3. A smart node power grid communication protocol (AKA "DataSCAPE™"),

identified herein as element 45, which provides for a comprehensive nodal exchange analysis

of all grid parameters; realizing an inclusive geo-spatial understanding of utility operations,

e.g., consistent with that set forth in U.S. provisional application serial no. 62/375, 70

(WFMB No. 756-2.4-2).

4 . A head-mounted user device 70 for enhanced reality field investigation, interaction

and servicing; deploying the industry's first "virtual" utility (AKA "PowerVISR™"), e.g.,

consistent with that set forth in U.S. patent application serial no. 15/234,293 (WFMB No.

756-2.3-2).

The smart grid network 10 and the mesh network 40 enabled by the transformer

monitor device 20 and other network devices provide network access to an end user.

Additionally, the end user may use the established network for the purpose of storing and

retrieving data and files from a cloud-based server 90.

By way of example, FIG. 1 shows an example of a smart power grid network

generally indicated as 10, according to some embodiments of the present invention. The

smart power grid network 10 may take the form of, or may be configured to include, one or

more digital data and delivery and receipt mesh networks like element 40. Each digital data

and delivery and receipt mesh network 40 may include one or more communication nodes

such as the transformer module or device 20 for exchanging information upstream and

downstream between the communication nodes and a central location, e.g., which takes the

form of the private network 50 in FIG. 1. The one or more communication nodes may be

configured to be able exchange such upstream and downstream information between



themselves in order to exchange such upstream and downstream information between a

respective communication node and the central location like element 50.

In FIG. 1, the smart power grid network 10 may include transformers like element 12

for providing electric energy to residential homes and commercial buildings like elements 16,

26, each having a respective electrical meter like elements 18, 28 for measuring the

associated electrical energy usage. The smart power grid network 0 may also include

transformer monitor / data collection devices 20 configured to collect data about the electrical

energy usage in relation to residential homes and commercial buildings 16, 26 from the

respective electrical meter like element 18, 28. For example, each electrical meter 18, 28

may provide metered data signaling containing information about metered data related to

associated electrical signaling being supplied from the transformer 12 to the building or

structure 16, 26 in the grid network 10. Moreover, transformer monitor / data collection

devices 20 may receive associated signaling containing information about electrical signaling

data related to electricity being processed by the transformer 12 located and arranged in the

grid network and to which the transformer monitoring device is mounted, as well as other

wireless network data related to other communication nodes forming part of other wireless

network devices deployed in the grid network. In effect, the collected data received by the

transformer monitor device 20 may include some combination of the electrical signaling data

related to the transformer, the metered data related to the electrical meter and/or the other

wireless network data related to other communication nodes in the grid network, e.g., which

may include digital content as set forth in further detail below.

The transformer monitor / data collection devices 20 may also configured to provide

suitable signaling containing information about the collected data to the private network 50

via the digital data and delivery and receipt mesh network 40. The private network 50 may

be configured as a central point that processes the collected data, e.g., performing utility



analysis that may include one or more of the following: delivery subtraction analysis,

proactive asset monitoring, distribution asset utilization, T and D subtraction analysis, energy

audits and analysis, load control, geographic localization and define pro-active and pre¬

emptive asset efficiency or operational activities. By way of example, the utility analysis

may be performed in an effort to increase efficiency, decrease costs, increase profits and/or

community engagement related to the operation of the smart grid network 10 .

The pole 14 mounted transformer monitoring device 20 may be configured in

communication with the electrical meter 18 associated with the residential home 16. By way

of example, the electrical meter 18 may be configured to measure single phase electrical

energy provided by the transformer 12 along a single phase utility line 11 to the residential

home 16.

In comparison, the pole 14 mounted transformer monitoring device 20 may also

include, or take the form of, a pad mounted transformer device in communications with an

electrical meter associated with a commercial building home. By way of example, the

electrical meter may be configured to measure three phase electrical energy provided by a

pad transformer along a three phase utility line to the commercial building home.

FIG. 1 shows that the transformer monitoring device 20 may be configured to collect

data related to some distribution related functionality, e.g., including determinations related

to outage, momentary outage, voltage/VAR, and/or transformer monitoring. FIG. 1 shows

that the transformer monitor device 20 may be configured to collect data related to some

voltage analysis, DRM functionality and energy theft functionality in relation to its associated

residential home or commercial building. The transformer monitor device 20 can provide the

suitable signaling containing information about the collected data to the private network 50

via the digital data and delivery and receipt mesh network 40. The collected data received by

the private network 50 may also be analyzed in relation to conservation, load curtailment



and/or a demand response vis-a-vis the power utility. In FIG. 1, the private network 50 may

include a private network computer and monitor generally indicated as 52 for performing or

implementing the aforementioned analysis and functionality.

FIG. 1 shows that the digital data and delivery and receipt mesh network 40 may

include other transformer monitor devices like element 20 exchanging information with other

meters like elements 18, 28 associated with other buildings or structures like elements 16, 26.

FIG. 1 also shows a relay 60 coupled between the digital data and delivery and receipt mesh

network 40 and the private network 50.

The present invention represents a new and unique inclusion of wireless

communications and data transmission capability into transformer monitoring modules like

element 20, transformer monitoring being a core component within a so-called smart grid

network like element 10. These transformer modules 20 may be mounted directly to utility

transformers 2 or utility poles 14 in the field and include the capability to both collect and

transmit information from the transformer 12, residential and commercial meters like element

18 and other Internet / wireless connected devices in the network 10 . The transformer

module or device 20 according to the present invention differs from other existing technology

by incorporating a transceiver, transmitter and antenna collectively within the same device to

both collect data from other network devices, including other transformer modules 20 or

smart assets, deployed in the field and communicate collected data back to a central location

like element 50 or other connected devices like other elements 20.

The aforementioned overall combination provides an infinitely scalable data delivery

and receipt capability for communities with poorly established, historical infrastructure while

providing a synergistic network capability to those communities with current or anticipated

cellular, satellite, optical or other capability.

Once established, the smart grid network implementation and the associated



transformer module and mesh network hardware and software assets may be easily expanded

to allow for integration with both smart city infrastructure 16, 26 and home automation smart

devices. For example, inclusion of a smart grid network communications chip set for

implementing smart grid network communications chip set signal processing functionality

into locally deployed smart assets allows for both the capture and communications of digital

information both to and from these smart asset devices. By wa of example, these smart

asset devices may include, or take the form of, set top boxes having the smart grid network

communications chip set contained therein, e.g., for communicating with a transformer

module like element 20, or for communication with the so-called cloud 90. In areas of

established infrastructure, this capability allows for the localized capture and communications

with smart devices within the geographical confines of the mesh network smart network like

element 10. In areas where coordination is required outside of this localized network, a back-

end cellular capability may be utilized, like the backend cellular functionality associated with

a back end cellular tower. In peri-urban and rural areas of extremely poor infrastructure and

cellular service, the smart grid network deployed system provides a competitive and less

costly alternative to dedicated cellular infrastructure and may be paired with various wireless

transmissions medias including cellular, satellite, optical or other wireless transmissions

media either now known or later developed in the future.

The mesh network 40 described herein is an open network, such that those within the

geographic region of operation will opt-in if desired, through t e utility company

administering the network. The network is not closed to any individuals opting in. The

network is configured to support a throughput of up to 600 Mbps in a 802. l i s wireless

network.

By way of further example, the integration with, or replacement of, local wireless

network delivery systems allows the seamless integration with current home automation



technology, allowing for the direct communication with these devices using the smart grid

network deployed system.

Scaling of the deployed transformer modules or devices 20 with ongoing optimization

of the defined mesh network 40 allows for establishing a lucrative alternative pathway for

digital content receipt and delivery to networked consumers. Recognizing the proliferation of

digital set-top boxes like element from the leading consumer technology innovators, inclusion

of the smart grid network chip set within these devices provides an alternative capability for

digital content beyond that currently offered by cellular and broadband suppliers. The digital

content may include movies, songs, photographs, advertising media, social media exchanges,

internet searching requests, internet searching downloads, digital imagery, web page

renderings, streaming media, on-line gaming, voice over internet, video over internet, email

communications, business analytics, consumer analytics, industrial automation including

SCADA activities, home automation, governmental and emergency related broadcasts, digital

business model facilitation, including on-line commerce.

In accordance with the present invention, an apparatus 50 is provided, as shown in

FIG. 2, which combines a transformer monitoring device 20 with a UAV 100. With the

apparatus 150, a transformer monitoring device 20 can be deployed to a specific location i a

smart grid network 10 . The apparatus 150 can supply a replacement transformer monitoring

device 20, in the event that one or more pole-mounted transformer monitoring devices 20 are

disabled, such as during a disaster or if a utility pole is knocked down. The apparatus 150

may also be deployed and utilized on a temporary basis, in the event that a pole-mounted

transformer device 20 is malfunctioning or temporarily non-operational, in order to avoid an

extended loss in the functionality of the mesh network 40.

The UAV 100 of the apparatus 150 may take the form of any UAV known in the art,

including but not limited to, fixed wing, rotorcraft, lighter than air, magnetic levitation and



other categories and may incorporate propellers, rotating elements, jets, lighter than air gases,

physically induced mechanisms, and other means for both dynamic and static flight.

The apparatus 150 comprises a signal processor and a memory. The apparatus 1 0 is

configured to be controlled manually by a user at a remote location. The signal processor of

the apparatus 150 may be configured to receive commands from a user device at a remote

location, which controls the operation and flight of the apparatus 150. The apparatus 50

may further comprise a front-facing camera to capture video during flight for transmission

back to the user device, in order to provide the user with a view of the surroundings of the

apparatus 150 during flight.

The apparatus 150 also comprises a global positioning system and is configured for

automatic flight to a particular location. The apparatus 50 is configured to receive

instructions to travel to a particular location, which are implemented by the signal processor

for repositioning the apparatus 150 to the requested location. Additionally, the memory of

the apparatus 150 may store the locations of other transformer monitoring devices 20 in a

smart grid network 10, and the locations of other network devices such as meters 8, and may

be instructed to deploy itself to a particular location. As a result, if it is determined that a

particular transformer monitoring device 20 has become disabled or is malfunctioning, an

apparatus 150 can be deployed to the particular location of the disable transformer

monitoring device 20.

In a preferred embodiment, the apparatus 150 is configured for flight at a height of

eight meters, or the height of a standard utility pole.

In the apparatus 150, the transformer monitoring device. 20 may be affixed to the

UAV 100, as described in reference to FIGS. 3A-3B. This would allow for the removal and

attachment of a transformer monitoring device 20 to the UAV 100. Alternatively, the

transformer monitoring device 20 may be built into the UAV 00, such that the apparatus 150



is an integral unit comprising the UAV 100 and the components of the transformer

monitoring device 20, including a receiver, transmitter, signal processor and memory.

FIG. 3A shows an example embodiment of a transformer monitor / data collection

device 20, having, for example, an upper housing 2 1, internal circuitry 22 and a lower

housing base 23.

By way of example, the internal circuitry 22 may be configured inclusive of

transmission, reception, networking, data aggregation and sensor input, among other

requirements for implementing signal processing functionality in relation to the same. For

example, any signal processing functionality may be implemented using a signal processor

like element 24, consistent with that set forth herein and described in further detail below.

In particular, the internal circuitry 22 may be configured to implement

transmission/reception signal processing functionality, e.g., for exchanging suitable

transmission/reception signaling to/from other communication nodes in the smart grid

network, or to/from the central location or other connection device like element 50 for further

processing, including in relation to some combination of either a cloud network, or a digital

data and delivery and receipt mesh network 40, or by using a smart node power grid

communication protocol, consistent with that set forth herein.

Further, the internal circuitry 22 may also be configured to implement networking and

data aggregation signal processing functionality, e.g., for exchanging suitable networking and

data aggregation signaling received to/from other communication nodes in the smart grid

network, or to/from the central location or other connection device for further processing,

including in relation to some combination of either the cloud network, or the digital data and

delivery and receipt mesh network, or by using the smart node power grid communication

protocol.



Furthermore, the internal circuitry 22 may also be configured to implement sensor

input signal processing functionality, e.g., for exchanging suitable sensor input signaling

containing information about sensed input information received by the transformer monitor /

data collection device 20 to/from the electric meter 8, 28 of the residential home or

commercial building, or to/from the transformer itself. Furthermore still, the scope of the

invention is not intended to be limited to any particular type or kind of signal processing

functionality that may be implemented by the internal circuitry 22; embodiments are

envisioned, and the scope of the invention is intended to include, implementing other types or

kind of signal processing functionality by the internal circuitry 22 either now known or later

developed in the future within the spirit of the present invention.

The upper housing 2 1 or housing base 23 may be attached to the UAV 100, by being

configured for magnetic attachment, a strap, bolt attachment, or other methodologies. The

scope of the invention is not intended to be limited to the type or kind of attachment; and

embodiments are envisioned using, and the scope of the invention is intended to include,

other types or kinds of attachment techniques either now known or later developed in the

future within the spirit of the present invention.

The upper housing 2 1 and the lower housing base 23 may be combined together to

form an assembled housing having the internal circuitry 22 therein. By way of example, the

assembled housing may be hermetically sealed against the ingress of environmental elements,

e.g., like water, dust, particles, moisture, etc. All interconnect ports may be sealed. The

assembled housing may be configured to provide protection for reducing electromagnetic

interference (EMI), e.g., from the transformer itself or other EMI emitting devices within

range. The assembled housing may also be configured for easy transport, attachment,

detachment and decommissioning, e.g., in relation to a utility pole or some other structure.



The transformer monitor / data collection device 20 may include an antenna / optical

network 25 built into the internal circuitry 22, or alternatively incorporated directly into either

housing 2 1 or 23, or alternatively located external to the housing assembly. Techniques for

implementing a built-in antenna / optical network like element 25 into internal circuitry like

element 22, for incorporating an antenna / optical network directly into a housing like

elements 2 1 or 23, or for locating an external antenna / optical network to a housing assembly

are known in the art, and the scope of the invention is not intended to be limited to any

particular type or kind thereof either now known or later developed in the future.

In the transformer monitor / data collection device 20, a battery may be provided for

device power. Alternatively, the transformer monitor / data collection device 20 may also

have an accommodation for wireless power transfer via inductance or tuned magnetic

resonance. These data and power functionalities are provided by way of example; and the

scope of the invention is not intended to be limited to the type or kind of data or power

functionality implementation; and embodiments are envisioned using, and the scope of the

invention is intended to include, other types or kinds of data or power functionality

implementation either now known or later developed in the future within the spirit of the

present invention.

The transformer monitor device 20 may further comprise a memory or non-transitory

computer readable medium. The memory may be configured to store information that is

received or transmitted by the transformer monitor device 20. Further, the memory may be

stored with appropriate programming, which when executed by the signal processor 24 of the

transformer monitor device 20, is configured to enable the transformer monitor device 20 to

transmit and receive signaling, as would be understood by persons having ordinary skill in

the art.



FIG. 3B shows a further embodiment of a transformer monitor / data collection device

200, having an upper housing 201 , internal circuitry 202 and a lower housing base 203, which

may form part of the apparatus 150.

The device 200 is configured for light-based communications, including but not

limited to visible light, infrared light, laser technology, LED technology and various light-

based communications schemes such as VLC or Li-Fi. Light controlling optics 205 may be

built into the internal circuitry 202, incorporated directly into the upper housing 20 1or

housing base 203, or may be located externally to the housing. The device 200 may comprise

one or more external light receptors and transmitters 207, which are configured to receive and

transmit optical signals. The transmitter 207 may include, for example a beam generator,

which is configured to generate a light beam comprising signaling containing information,

which is for example transmitted from a device 200 to a further device 200, which receives

the signal via receptor 207 and processes the signal using the signal processor 204.

The use of light-based communication from the transformer monitor device 200

provides for a communication means that has a higher throughput and range than other

communications methods, such as cellular. For example, the range of light-based

communications with the device 200 may be five times greater, or more, than cellular-based

devices, depending upon the optical networking technology utilized. Furthermore, whereas

throughput with a Wi-Fi-based device could exceed 54 Mbps, the light-based

communications of the device 200 enables a throughput of over 1.2 Gbps, depending upon

the optical networking technology utilized.

The device 200 may be configured to use one or more light-based communication

technologies, and may be configured to vary between types of communication depending on

the particular usage. For example, for a long range communication between two devices 200,



laser technology may be most suitable. However, for a short range communication between

two devices 200, L Fi may be the most suitable method of communication.

The transformer monitor device 200 may further comprise a memory or non-

transitory computer readable medium. The memory may be configured to store information

that is received or transmitted by the light-based communication of the transformer monitor

device. Further, the memory may be stored with appropriate programming, which when

executed by the signal processor 204 of the transformer monitor device, is configured to

enable the transformer monitor device to transmit and receive light-based communications, as

would be understood by persons having ordinary skill in the art.

The transformer monitor device 200 may enable the establishment of a hybrid

network within the smart grid network 10, which may include at least three different types of

communication capabilities. First, the devices 200 may be configured to create an optical

network, as previously described. In an optical network, devices 200, as well as other

devices in a smart grid network 10, such as electric meters 18 and IoT devices, having optical

transmission and receiving capabilities may communicate with one another. Such an optical

network allows for communication of signals and data at a high bandwidth and range.

Additionally, the device 200 may be further configured for cellular communication. The

device 200 is configured to send and receive signaling to and from a cellular tower and from

cellular devices in the smart grid network 10 . Furthermore, the device 200 may be

configured to create a wireless or Wi-Fi network, which can be used for communication with

or between electric meters 18 and ToT devices, which in certain instances may not be

configured for optical or light-based communication. The creation of a Wi-Fi network by the

device 200 or a series of devices 200 enables communication between such legacy devices.

FIG. 4 illustrates an augmentation of a smart utility mesh network, using an apparatus

150 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



As displayed in FIG. 4, one or more apparatus 50 can be deployed to create either a

static or immediately re-configurable augmented network, which may serve as an

augmentation to allow for mesh network servicing, relocation, optimization, security

enhancement, and urban resilience testing or disaster relief activities.

One or more apparatuses 150 can be deployed in an exis.ting smart grid mesh network

40, which may be enabled by a pole-mounted transformer monitor device 20 and include one

or more buildings 16, 26 having electric meters 18, 28, as well as other IoT.or user devices in

the smart grid network 10 that access the mesh network 40. The one or more apparatuses 150

may augment such an existing mesh network 40 by supplying additional transformer

monitoring devices 20, which may serve as further relay points in the mesh network for the

exchanging of data and content between network devices. In addition to electric meters 18,

28, network devices in the mesh network may include mobile communications devices,

personal computers, smart phone, a smart tablet, a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a

person digital assistant (PDA) device, a smart wearable device, digital set-top boxes and

other IoT-enabled consumer devices.

FIG. 5 illustrates an extension of a smart utility mesh network, using an apparatus 150

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

Similar to the concepts noted above for augmentation, incorporation of the mesh

network within deployed apparatuses 150 provides an economical alternative to fixed

infrastructure with regards to mesh network 40 extension. This capability allows for

immediate mesh network deployment, routing investigation, review and, ultimately,

optimized fixed deployment.

One or more apparatuses 150 can be deployed in an existing smart grid mesh network

40 to extend the range of the mesh network 40. A mesh network 40 may require an extension

if, for example, there is an additional structure 6 with electric meters 18 and other IoT or



user devices that wish to join a mesh network 40, but are geographically at a distance that is

outside the range for optimal transmission to or from an existing transformer monitoring

device 20 or other network devices that can serve as a relay to the devices of the structure 16.

The one or more apparatuses 150 may be deployed outside the existing geographic range of

the smart grid mesh network 40 to extend the range of the mesh network 40, by supplying

additional transformer monitoring devices 20, which may serve.as further relay points in the

mesh network 40 for the exchanging of data and content between network devices.

FIG. 6 illustrates self-healing of a smart utility mesh network 40, using an apparatus

150 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

As previously described, providing a unique capability for urban resilience and

disaster relief, the apparatus 50 allows for an immediate self-healing capability to non-

optimal or damaged mesh networks 40. This capability allows for the immediate

disbursement of apparatuses 150 to specific mesh nodes to affect mesh communications

optimization or healing, in the case of catastrophic natural or man-made events. Apparatuses

150 can remain active during network field operations, such as maintenance or repair of pole-

mounted transformer monitoring devices 20, ensuring the ongoing capability of the deployed

smart grid mesh network 40.

Because the geographic locations of assets in a smart grid network 10 are known, the

apparatus 150 can be used to supplementing assets which have already been GPS tagged and

at which some type of operational incident has occurred. Deployed apparatuses 150 may be

centrally controlled via human operators and/or may be programmed and autonomous in their

operation, comprising a memory stored with locations pre-programmed and specific software

regarding unmanned flight operation, which are understood in the art. In either case, the

apparatus 150 returns to a central location of deployment at the end of a prescribed mission.

While in field, the apparatus 150 facilitates smart grid mesh communications activity.



Within the smart grid network 10, it can be determined where both electrical issues

and network issues are occurring. Consequently, the apparatuses 150 can be deployed upon

these identified issues. The mesh network 40 enabled or repaired by the apparatus 50 is not

an ad-hoc network, but rather, it is purposeful and geo-spatially fixed. Additionally, the

apparatus 50 can supplement the mesh network 40 not only to provide communications to

non-descript digital devices in the mesh network 40, but also to facilitate data necessary for

the continuity in electrical utility efficient operations.

Other Related Applications

The application is related to other patent applications, some of which are identified

above, that together form part of the overall family of technologies developed by one or more

of the inventors herein, and disclosed in the following applications:

U.S. patent application serial no. 15/ 160,754, filed 20 May 20 16, entitled

"Transformer mounted monitor, communications and data collection device," which

claims benefit to U.S. provisional application no. 62/203, 10 1 (WFMB No. 756-2.2- 1),

filed 10 August 20 15;

U.S. patent application serial no. 15/234,293, filed 11 August 2016, entitled

"Enhanced reality system for visualizing, evaluating, diagnosing, optimizing and

servicing smart grids and incorporated components," which claims benefit to U.S.

provisional application serial no. 62/203,7 19 (WFMB No. 756-2.3-1), filed 11 August

20 15;

U.S. provisional application serial no. 62/375, 170 (WFMB No. 756-2.4-2),

filed 15 August 2016, entitled "Integrated solution of Internet of Things, DSGN™,

and iDAP™ pertaining to Communication, Data and Asset Serialization";



U.S. application serial no. 15/257,302 (WFMB No. 756-2.5-2) filed 6 Sept

20 16, entitled "System and Method for Determination and Remediation of Energy

Diversion in a Smart Grid Network", which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional

application serial no. 62/2 3,8 5 (WFMB No. 756-2.5-1), filed 3 September 201 5;

U.S. application serial no. 15/250, 119 (WFMB No. 756-2.6-2) filed 29 August

201 6, entitled "Supplemental And Alternative Digital Data Delivery and Receipt

Mesh Network Realized Through the Placement of Enhanced Transformer Mounted

Monitoring Devices", which claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application serial

no. 62/236,420 filed 2 October 20 15;

U.S provisional application serial no. 62/244,9 19 (WFMB No. 756-2.8- 1),

filed 22 October 20 15, entitled "Data Transfer Facilitation Across a Distributed Mesh

Network Using Light and Optical Based Technology;" and

U.S. provisional application serial no. 62/299,348 (WFMB No. 756-2. 10- 1),

filed 24 February 20 1 , entitled "Distributed 802. 1Is mesh network using

HYPERSPROUT hardware for the capture and transmission of data;"

which are all assigned to the assignee of the instant patent application, and which are all

incorporated by reference in their entirety.

It should be understood that, unless stated otherwise herein, any of the features,

characteristics, alternatives or modifications described regarding a particular embodiment

herein may also be applied, used, or incorporated with any other embodiment described

herein. Also, the drawing herein may not be drawn to scale in whole or in part. Although the

invention has been described and illustrated with respect to exemplary embodiments thereof,

the foregoing and various other additions and omissions may be made therein and thereto

without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.



WHAT WE CLAIM IS:

1. An apparatus comprising:

an unmanned aerial vehicle; and

a transformer monitoring device comprising a signal processor configured to:

receive signaling containing data from one or mqre network devices in a smart

grid network;

transmit signaling containing data to the one or more network devices in the

smart grid network; and

receive further signaling containing metered usage data from at least one

electric meter associated with a building receiving electricity from a transformer in

the smart grid network.

2 . The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the transformer monitoring device is

configured to enable a mesh network in the smart grid network to exchange data and content

between network devices.

3 . The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the smart grid network further comprises

a cloud-based server; and

wherein the transformer monitoring device is configured to serve as a relay for data

transmitted between the cloud-based server and one or more network devices, or between two

or more network devices.

4 . The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the one or more network devices in the

smart grid network comprise a second apparatus comprising a second unmanned aerial

vehicle and a second transformer monitoring device; and



wherein the transformer monitor device is configured to serve as a relay for data

transmitted to or from the second apparatus in the smart grid network.

5. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the one or more network devices in the

smart grid network comprise a second transformer monitoring device in the smart grid

network mounted to a utility pole; and

wherein the transformer monitor device is configured to serve as a relay for data

transmitted to or from the second transformer monitoring device.

6 . The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the one or more network devices

comprise one or more of a mobile communications device, a personal computer or a digital

set-top box; and

wherein transformer monitoring device is configured to receive signaling containing a

request for digital content from the one or more network devices, transmit signaling

containing the request for digital content to the cloud-based server, receive signaling

containing the requested digital content from the cloud-based server, and transmit signaling

containing the requested digital content to the one or more network devices.

7. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the unmanned aerial vehicle comprises a

signal processor and a memory, and the memory is stored with data relating to geographic

locations of the one or more network devices in the smart grid network.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the signal processor of the unmanned

aerial vehicle and/or the signal processor of the transformer monitoring device is configured

to determine geographic positioning of the apparatus.



9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the signal processor of the unmanned

aerial vehicle is configured to receive signaling from a user device instructing the apparatus

to deploy to a stored geographic location of a network device in the smart grid network,

wherein said network device is disabled or malfunctioning.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the apparatus is configured to repair the

mesh network of the smart grid network by replacing the network device at the stored

geographic location that is disabled or malfunctioning and serving as a communications relay

in the mesh network in place of the network device at the stored geographic location.

11. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the unmanned aerial vehicle comprises a

signal processor and a memory, and wherein the signal processor is configured to receive

signaling from a user device comprising instructions for manually operating flight of the

unmanned aerial vehicle to a location in the smart grid network by the user device.

12. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the signal processor of the transformer

monitoring device is configured to receive further signaling containing metered usage data

from a plurality of electric meters, each associated with a building receiving electricity from

the transformer in the smart grid network, and

wherein the signal processor of the transformer monitoring device is configured to

transmit signaling containing data relating to the metered usage data from the plurality of

electric meters to the cloud-based server.



3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the received and transmitted signaling containing

data and the signaling containing metered usage data are optical signals.

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the transformer monitoring device signal processor

is further configured to receive further signaling containing data from a smart infrastructure

device in the smart grid network, including one or more of a street light, road sign, traffic

light or asset tracking module.

15. A smart grid network comprising:

a first transformer monitoring device affixed to a utility pole or transformer at a first

location;

one or more network devices, including at least one electric meter associated with a

building receiving electricity from a transformer in the smart grid network; and

a first apparatus comprising:

an unmanned aerial vehicle; and

a second transformer monitoring device comprising a signal processor

configured to:

receive signaling containing data from the one or more network

devices in the smart grid network;

transmit signaling containing data to the one or more network devices

in the smart grid network; and

receive further signaling containing metered usage data from the at

least one electric meter associated with the building receiving electricity from

the transformer in the smart grid network.



16. The smart grid network according to claim 15, further comprising a mesh network

enabled by the second transformer monitoring device and configured to exchange data and

content between the one or more network devices.

17. The smart grid network according to claim 16, further comprising a cloud-based

server, wherein the second transformer monitoring device is configured to serve as a relay for

data transmitted between the cloud-based server and one or more network devices, or

between two or more network devices.

18. The smart grid network according to claim 16, wherein the second transformer

monitor device is configured to serve as a relay for data transmitted to or from the first

transformer monitoring device

. The smart grid network according to claim 16, further comprising a second apparatus

comprising a second unmanned aerial vehicle and a third transformer monitoring device; and

wherein the second transformer monitor device is configured to serve as a relay for

data transmitted to or from the second apparatus in the smart gr id network.

20. The smart grid network of claim 16, wherein the first apparatus is positioned at a

second location different from the first location, and is configured to extend a geographic

range of the mesh network.

2 1. The smart grid network of claim 16, wherein the first apparatus is configured to be

deployed to the first location when the first transformer monitoring device becomes non-

operational, to enable the mesh network of the smart grid network.
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